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Introduction

Software-Defined Networks (SDN) create a programmable network framework, potentially
allowing organizations to simultaneously account for functionality, usability, and trust.
Optimization techniques have been used to improve an SDN configuration along a single
dimension: Functionality [2,17,24,36], Usability [21,28,32] or Trust [6,35]. Little work [10,19]
integrates these goals because of the antagonistic objectives of the three dimensions. For
instance, a fully permissive functionality policy based on shortest path optimizes routing
but reduces trust as any adversary has unrestricted access through the network. For those
readers unfamiliar with network attacks, Example 1 presents a toy network and attack.
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This work produces optimization models that simultaneously consider routing, usability,
and trust of the proposed SDN configuration. We consider two use cases:
Planning. When a new application is being stood up and network engineers want a configuration. To explain configurations, it is crucial to use models with clear objectives that
prove solution quality. One is comfortable with a moderate computation time.
Rapid Response. Adapting when a security event occurs. Attackers rely on the sluggishness
of defense responses to pivot within an organization [12]. In this setting, one needs to
prepare a response in minutes. Automated responses are used to allow a security analyst
to craft a permanent response.
This work introduces DuelMIPs a reactive two-stage online mathematical programming
model in which a mixed-integer programming (MIP) method incorporates conflicting requirements of routing, usability, and trust. The goal is, given a set of required flows and
disallowed flows, to find a configuration that either routes or blocks flows while minimizing
(1) the complexity of the resulting configuration, (2) the residual trust reduction if some
device in the network is possibly compromised. The Routing Model is computationally
heavy and runs first to produce a functional and usable configuration. The routing model,
which one executes whenever functional requirements have substantively changed, produces
routing decisions for all SDN devices in the network. It synthesizes small configurations that
are easy to understand and minimizes conflicts and defects that hurt interpretability [8, 34].
The production of an optimized configuration is followed by a deployment of the decisions
onto the SDN devices.
Network appliances detect security events [20, 25]. The Trust Model is run in response
to such a detection. This new information affects trust levels of the targeted devices and
related devices, allowing the Trust model to decide on actions to mitigate the detected
threat. Depending on which device was targeted, the network flows, and the loss of trust,
the second stage decides on traffic restrictions to minimize the global trust reduction. It
proposes blocking rules meant to hamper lateral movements within the network.
This paper offers the following contributions:
It adapts multi-commodity flows, common-place in supply chains, to the specifics of
routing in data networks. It handles wildcards in routing rules and the production of
SDN programs (rule sets) at SDN devices.
It articulates a trust model that is suitable for rapid response to security events. This
model is a physics-based approach using an elastic string networks analogy to capture
inter-node trust relations and mitigate the impact on trust with counter-measures.
▶ Example 1. Consider the network topology and routing policy presented in Figure 1.
This is a simplified example from our evaluation topology described in Section 5. The three
parts of Figure 1 are the inputs for the DuelMIPs’s routing model. Figure 1a shows the
physical connection between the SDN routers and end hosts. The goal of the Routing
Model is to install rulesets on the routers such that the flows in the required (Figure 1b)
and restricted tables (Figure 1c) will be serviced and blocked, respectively. In both cases,
flows are described by a triple of source (W0 ), destination (A0 ), and application-level protocol
(SQL). There are multiple paths that could be chosen for each flow (the set of possible paths
is defined by the topology) and many different valid rulesets to satisfy each pathing choice.
Specifically, SDN routers route a packet according to the most specific (and first) rule that
applies to that packet, describing which physical switch port the packet should be sent on (or
not forwarded). This is known as the longest prefix match rule. We slightly abuse notation
in Table 1 by listing the device connected through the switch port.
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Required

Restricted

HTTP

W0 ←→ A0

W0 ←→ D0

W0 ←→ A1

HTTP

W0 ←→ D1

SQL

A0 ←→ D0

W0 ←→ D0

SQL

W0 ←→ D1

HTTP
HTTP
SQL
SQL

A1 ←→ D1
(b) Required flows.

(a) Network topology.

(c) Restricted flows.

Figure 1 Network topology, routing policy, and inputs for DuelMIPs’s routing model.
Table 1 Rulesets for SDN routers that satisfy the requirements presented in Figure 1. These
rules are part of the output of DuelMIPs in this example. Note the red, bold rule at the top of
S2 ’s ruleset is part of the trust model output, while all other rules come from the routing model.
S0 Ruleset
Match
(W0 , D0 , ∗)
(W0 , D1 , ∗)
(∗, W0 , ∗)
(∗, A0 , ∗)
(∗, A1 , ∗)

Action
DROP
DROP
SEND(W0 )
SEND(S1 )
SEND(S1 )

S1 Ruleset
Match
(∗, W0 , ∗)
(∗, A0 , ∗)
(∗, A1 , ∗)
(∗, D0 , ∗)
(∗, D1 , ∗)

Action
SEND(S0 )
SEND(A0 )
SEND(A1 )
SEND(S2 )
SEND(S2 )

S2 Ruleset
Match
(D1 , A0 , SQL)
(∗, A0 , ∗)
(∗, A1 , ∗)
(∗, D0 , ∗)
(∗, D1 , ∗)

Action
DROP
SEND(S1 )
SEND(S1 )
SEND(D0 )
SEND(D1 )

The routing model in DuelMIPs can generate rules with match fields containing up
to two wildcards. (As rules are described by a triple, three wildcards would mean that the
same rule is applied universally which is not appropriate for a router.) Furthermore, the
model prefers to use rules with more wildcards (which match any value), as it allows for more
compact and readable rulesets. This is in line with ruleset configurations designed by human
network engineers [28]. Producing rules with wildcards is important as network engineers
will only deploy rulesets that they can understand and modify. An example configuration
that could be produced by DuelMIPs is in Table 1.
One downside of using wildcard-based rules is that they allow incidental flows to be
serviced within the network. Consider the solution to the given input represented by Table 1
(minus the bolded, red rule in S2 ’s table). This is the output of DuelMIPs’s routing model.
The use of wildcards makes the ruleset readable. However, it routes flows that are not included
SQL
in the network policy. A packet of type A0 −→ D1 will be routed A0 −→ S1 −→ S2 −→ D1
because of S1 ’s fifth rule and S2 ’s fifth rule. An analogous route exists for the return traffic
SQL
D1 −→ A0 . Wildcard usage is cruical for ruleset compactness, utility, and readability, but it
can permit incidental internal flows that enable network attacks.
The Trust Model reduces the trust loss due to incidental flows in cases when an end
host is marked as suspicious. Suppose a network appliance alerts DuelMIPs that W0 has
received suspicious traffic from an external client, C0 . Modern network attacks often require
multiple steps to reach their goal [22], called exploit chains. The suspicious traffic at W0
is due to an attacker who is attempting to leverage the exploit chain (see Figure 2). The
trust model is run with W0 as the focus of distrust. DuelMIPs observes the incidental SQL
flow between D1 and A0 . Since A0 is directly connected to W0 , there is a transitive trust loss
induced on D1 . DuelMIPs reduces this loss by blocking incidental flows with firewalls (if
the improvement surpasses the complexity cost of adding the firewalls). In this case, a drop
rule is added to S2 ’s routing table, shown in red. This rule does not block any required flows.
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Figure 2 Exploit chain using in a pivot attack on the example network. Here the only link that
DuelMIPs could affect via a routing configuration is shown with a dashed outline.
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Organization. The rest of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview
of the model goals, Section 3 presents the models, Section 4 the assessment metrics, Section 5
our experimental setup, Section 6 the results, and Section 7 concludes.

2

DuelMIPs objectives

This section outlines the routing (Sec 2.1) and trust (Sec 2.2) objectives. Section 3 describes
how they give rise to mathematical programming models. In the following, a network is formed
from set of devices D = H ∪R that are either hosts H or SDN routers R. Assume that |D| = n.
Devices are connected by network arcs (wires) from A ⊆ D × D. Giving rise to a graph
G(D, A). A data flow f = ⟨s, d, t⟩ indicates the requirement to transport data packets for an
application-level protocol t from a source device s (typically a host) to a destination device d
(again, typically a host). A protocol t is from P = {SSL, HTTP, LDAP, MYSQL, SMTP, · · · } with
|P| = p. Let F = D2 × P be the universe of all possible flows and |F| = n2 · p.

2.1

Routing Objective

The network configuration problem is given a set of required F + ⊆ F and disallowed
F − ⊆ F flows. The objective is to find a set of rules, for each router, which routes all
flows in F + and ensures that all flows in F − are blocked. We consider routing rules of
the type ⟨s, d, t⟩ ⇒ action in which s, d ∈ D ∪ {∗}, t ∈ P ∪ {∗} and the wildcard *
means that any value in the corresponding set is permissible. Headers of the packet being
routed [26] are against s, d, and t to select the applicable rule from the routing table. The
action could be dropping the packet, or forwarding to a specific neighboring router g, i.e.,
action ∈ {DROP, SEND(g)}. For example, ⟨∗, 192.168.1.10, HTTP⟩ ⇒ DROP states that any
inbound HTTP traffic meant for 192.168.1.10 should be dropped. Observe how a route for
a flow f is implemented by routing rules in network devices along the path. For instance, in
HTTP
Figure 1, the flow W0 ←→ A1 uses the fourth wildcard routing rule in S0 and the third in S1
to reach its destination A1 .
When configuring a network one must determine 1) the paths for all flows in F + and 2)
the table rules to be installed in routers. Specifically, the routing objective is the following:
1. Ensure that all flows in F + have a single path through the network (known as single
path routing used in intranet routing [23] and Internet routing [27]),
2. Ensure that all flows in F − are blocked,
3. Ensure for each r on the path of f ∈ F + ∪ F − there is at most one wildcard rule that
matches f . We do not require that f ∈ F − are blocked at the first possible device so this
constraint is applied to both F + and F − ,
4. Minimize the total length of routes for required flows, and
5. Minimize the complexity of SDN rules that are deployed on each device.
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Property 3 improves usability of the resulting SDN rules. See Section 4 which builds
on [5, 33]. This objective ensures that routes are set for all required flows that avoid routing
loops and minimize latency (shortest paths). This should be achieved with a small and
simple rule set that is usable by network engineers, i.e., the rules must be natural and
easily explainable. While wildcards reduce the complexity of a rule set, they also authorize
incidental flows that were not explicitly required nor explicitly forbidden, this set is denoted
by I. It is this set of incidental flows that is the focus of the trust model. We use Fr to
denote the set of all routable flows, mathematically Fr = F + ∪ I. We use Fr (a, b) to restrict
to all flows between hosts a and b with analogous notation for F + , F − and I.

2.2

Trust Objective

The trust model minimizes the impact of a detected security event on the overall trust in the
network. It is used in the setting when an attacker is trying to pivot to collect important
privileges [22], usually resulting in compromising, i.e., gaining unfettered access to some
critical component such as a customer database. For instance, one could compromise the
Gmail password of an HR representative and try this password in the HR system, learn
biographic information about a system administrator and use it to carry out a spear phishing
campaign. In many modern exploit chains, the attacker relies on similarity between systems
they are compromising to carry out such a pivot and gain new privileges.
This section describes basic trust modeling concepts [1, 14, 18, 37]. A trust model is
defined over an undirected graph G ′ (H, Fr ) as above H represents network end devices or
hosts, while Fr is the set of flows that can be routed in the network. Note this graph G ′ is
different than G(D, A) considered in the routing model. We consider two time values Init
and Final, however, all notation and modeling can naturally be extended to a sequence of
events over time.
Trust. Let the trust of a host h ∈ H, be Trust(h) ∈ R+ . Let TrustInit (h) and TrustFinal (h)
refer to the initial and final trust values for a host reflecting its hardening [29].
Similarities. Incidental flows increase connectivity between hosts and offer additional pathways to reach other hosts. This paper codifies similarity as the fraction of incidental flows
over total flows between two hosts. That is, given a universe of possible flows Fr (a, b)
between two distinct hosts a and b, a set of required flows F + (a, b) between them and
I(a, b) as the set of incidental flows between a and b, one can define
def

sa,b = |F + (a, b) ∪ I(a, b)|/|Fr (a, b)| ∈ [0, 1]

(1)

as the similarity between hosts a and b [16, 40]. It is affected by paths in G ′ connecting
a to b and it affects how the trust of a device changes as a result of security events at
nearby connected devices.
Event. Let e(hi ) denote a security event affecting host hi ∈ H. The event e(hi ) induces a
direct trust reduction defined as TrustRed(hi ) = TrustInit (hi ) − TrustFinal (hi ) ≥ 0.
Event Set. An event set E conveys the simultaneous occurrence of multiple events.
Trust models propagate trust reductions that one experiences as a result of an event set E.
A trust reduction at host hi affects all hosts indirectly connected to hi . This propagation
of indirect trust reductions is captured with an elastic string model which will be described
in Section 3.2. The objective is to choose traffic blocking measures that minimize the total
trust reduction.
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3

Optimization Models

The optimization framework consists of two models, a Routing Model and a Trust Model.
The Routing model produces network configurations that meet functional requirements
and are usable by network engineers (we describe metrics in Section 4). The Trust model
minimizes trust reduction of a presented network compromise.
The coupling between the two models is achieved through similarity variables defined in
Section 2.2. These variables are derived from the routing model solution and can be altered
due to trust model decisions. An increased similarity between two nodes can either increase
or reduce trust levels. Simpler, shorter and more usable configurations often leverage routing
wildcards that adversely impact node similarities and prompt the creation of more complex
defensive measures. This tension between desirable and secure configurations is the heart of
the problem hardness.

3.1

Routing Model

The routing model decides on the content of all routing tables to carry required flow, block
restricted flows while minimizing routing cost and maximizing the usability of the rule sets
to be installed on SDN devices. The input is the graph G(D, A), required flows F + , and
disallowed flows F − . The mathematical formulation is a multi-commodity network flow.
Required flows originate from a super-source node, flow into their actual source node (the
host from which the flow originates) and must reach a super-sink via the actual destination
node. An unusual structure in the model results from wildcards, a feature not normally seen
in multi-commodity flows. There are, for each network device, Boolean variables to convey
forwarding or dropping actions for each possible packet header that condition the routing
s
rule (the ri,j
and wis variables below).

Parameters
F + , F − – set of required (resp. restricted) flows that must be routed (resp. blocked).
F = F + ∪ F − – set of all flows in network routing policy.
S – set of possible SDN routing table headers in network.
Sf – set of all SDN routing table headers that flow f matches.
Sf∗ ⊂ Sf – set of SDN routing table headers with wildcards that flow f matches.
R, H, D = H ∪ R – set of routers, hosts and all devices in the network.
A ⊆ D × D – set of arcs (links) in the network.
σ,τ – abstract flow network super source and super sink.
δ − (i) and δ + (i) – set of predecessors, resp. successors of device i ∈ D.
src(f ) and dst(f ) – the source and destination of flow f
cost(s) – the cost (in terms of complexity) of using header s for a routing rule.
M – big-M constant.

Decision Variables
cfi,j ∈ {0, 1} – Link (i, j) carries flow f .
pfi,j ∈ {0, 1} – Link (i, j) is permitted (via chosen SDN rules) to carry flow f .
afi ∈ {0, 1} – Flow f reaches device i ∈ D.
s
ri,j
∈ {0, 1} – Device i forwards flows matching header s ∈ S to device j.
s
wi ∈ {0, 1} – Device i firewalls flows matching header s ∈ S.
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Constraints
The first constraints model network flows (injection 2 and conservation 3,4).

∀j ∈ R :

X

cfi,j

i∈δ − (j)

∀j ∈ H :

∀f ∈ F : cfσ,f.src = 1
X f
X
=
cj,k +
wjs
k∈δ + (j)

X

(2)
(3)

s∈Sf

cfi,j =

X

cfj,k

(4)

∀f ∈ F : afσ = 1

(5)

i∈δ − (j)

k∈δ + (j)

pfσ,src(f )

∀f ∈ F :

=1

(6)

∀f ∈ F , ∀j ∈ δ + (σ) where i ̸= src(f ) : pfσ,i = 0
Equations 5 - 10 ensure that flows are well formed. Namely, they properly spawn from the
source, arrive at the sink, are carried when required (F + ) and blocked when forbidden (F − ).
∀f ∈ F : pfdst(f ),τ = 1
−

∀f ∈ F , ∀i ∈ δ (τ ) where i ̸= dst(f ) :

pfi,τ

(7)

=0

∀f ∈ F , ∀i ∈ δ + (src(f )) : pfsrc(f ),i = 1
∀f ∈ F

+

:

cfdst(f ),τ

(8)

=1

(9)

∀f ∈ F − : cfdst(f ),τ = 0

(10)

The remaining constraints focus on the rule implementations on network devices.
∀(i, j) ∈ A , ∀f ∈ F : pfi,j =

_

s
ri,j

(11)

∀(i, j) ∈ A , ∀f ∈ F : cfi,j ≤ pfi,j
_
∀j ∈ D , ∀f ∈ F : afj =
(afi ∧ (pfi,j ))

(12)

s∈Sf

(13)

i∈δ − (j)

X

s
ri,j
≥ cfi,j

(14)

wjs ≤ 1 + M(1 − afj )

(15)

∀(i, j) ∈ A , ∀f ∈ F :

s∈Sf

∀j ∈ R , ∀f ∈ F :

X

X

k∈δ + (j)

s∈Sf∗

s
rj,k
+

X
s∈Sf∗

Equation 11 states that a flow is permitted to travel over a link if there is a rule installed on
a device that allows it to do so. Equation 12 ensures that a required flow will only travel
over a link if that link permits it. Equation 13 enforces that a flow is able to reach a device
j only if the flow can reach a direct predecessor and the predecessor has a rule installed that
permits the flow to travel over the direct link to j.
Equation 14 requires that a proper forwarding rule is installed if a link is set to carry a
flow. Equation 15 states that if a flow reaches a router, then there is at most one wildcard rule
covering that flow on the router. This constraint is needed to ensure clear switch behavior
(see Section 4). Equation 15 is vacuously true for a flow that does not reach the router.
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Routing Objective
The objective function for the routing model is


X
X
X
X X f
s

ri,j
· cost(s) +
wis · cost(s)
min α0 ·
ci,j + α1 ·
f ∈F (i,j)∈A

s∈S

(i,j)∈A

i∈R

It minimizes the routing costs (number of links utilized) and the complexity of all rule sets.

3.1.1

Incidental Flow Extraction

Finally, it is desirable to compute the set of incidental flows I introduced by using rules with
wildcards. We identify such flows using any complete graph traversal algorithm over the
topology and rulesets to identify flows that were not in F + nor F − but are routable.

3.2

Trust Model

The trust model receives information regarding the trustworthiness of network hosts (H), as
well as a list of all deliverable flows, i.e., Fr = F + ∪ I. The purpose of the model is to reason
about the connections induced by incidental flows (I) that are potentially damaging and
should be blocked via additional rules.
This model is inspired by physics. Each host h ∈ H is modeled as a metal ball resting at
a specific height in one-dimensional space. The host’s initial trust Mh is its mass while the
height of a ball represents TrustRed(h). The model considers a similarity graph G ′ (H, C) in
which the edge set C ⊆ Fr may have a connection for each flow in Fr . The edge set C is
defined as
C = {(h1 , h2 )|(h1 , h2 ) ∈ Fr ∧ sh1 ,h2 > 0}

(16)

Namely, an edge exists if there is a flow between the two hosts and the two hosts have a
non-zero similarity as defined in Equation 1. Note that similarity is over G ′ (H, C) while
routing considered G(D, A). In the physics analogy, each edge in C is an elastic string whose
tautness captures the similarity. Indeed, highly similar nodes that are connected are more
likely to see their trust move in unison if one is affected by a security event whereas highly
dissimilar nodes would not affect each other if one was compromised. Tautness is modeled
as the maximal length that the elastic string can have. At the onset, there are no trust
reductions anywhere, i.e., all balls lie on a flat surface at height 0.
Without loss of generality, assume a single security event e(h). The event e(h) causes
TrustRed(h) > 0 by picking up host h to a prescribed height equal to the trust reduction
directly incurred. That is, height = TrustRed(h). Raising host h to some height impacts
connected neighbors. Those hosts are lifted (a trust reduction) because of their respective
similarities to h. The behaviors of the elastic strings impact the magnitude of the collateral
lifts. In the physics analogy, connected devices are lifted as a function of their mass and
connections to neighbors. Massive hosts (highly trusted) are not easily lifted leading to a
dissipation of the upward force through the stretching of the elastic links as well as tensile
forces. There are multiple ways to model similarity:
alter the initial length of strings,
characterize the elasticity constant behind each string, or
bound the maximal extension length of a string.
which have subtle computational implications. Each approach leads to quantitatively different
yet qualitatively similar results. We chose to encode similarity as the maximum extension
length of a string. This proved most suitable for linear optimization.
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Theoretical trust models [9] exist to address how trust can propagate [31]. Here, we
focus on how distrust propagates, i.e., direct and indirect trust loss. Distrust propagation
is different and is usually application dependent. Guha et al. [15] review the process for
developing a trust model for an application. The elastic string model, which is novel, elegantly
captures both direct and indirect (i.e., transitive) trust loss and is intuitive. It reflects the
nature of modern attackers for two reasons: (1) it chains together exploits across the network
and build up capabilities, (2) it capture pivoting abilities through similarities between nodes.

Parameters
H – set of nodes in the trust network. Same as set of hosts in physical network.
Mh – mass of node h ∈ H.
C – similarity connections. Each connection (h1 , h2 ) ∈ C connects h1 to h2 . See Eq 16.
C(h) – set of connections touching host h ∈ H.
Lc – maximum length of string for connection c ∈ C.
Kc – elastic constant for connection c ∈ C.
E ⊆ H - set of hosts experiencing trust loss due to potential network compromise.
E(h) ⊂ R+ - trust reduction experienced by host h ∈ E.
F + – the set of required flows to be delivered based on the routing policy.
I – the set of incidental flows induced by the network configuration.
F + (h1 , h2 ) ⊆ F + – the set of flows in F + involving h1 and h2 .
I(h1 , h2 ) ⊆ I – the set of flows in I involving h1 and h2 .

Decision Variables
tlh ∈ R≥0 – trust loss for host h ∈ H.
fc,h ∈ R – elastic force experienced by host h ∈ H due to connection c ∈ C.
tc,h ∈ R – tensile force experienced by host h ∈ H due to connection c ∈ C.
bh ∈ R≥0 – supporting force from ground experienced by host h ∈ H.
lh ∈ R≥0 – lifting force experienced by host h ∈ H.
sh1 ,h2 ∈ R≥0 – flow similarity between hosts h1 , h2 ∈ H.
wc ∈ R≥0 – effective maximum length of connection c ∈ C.
zf ∈ {0, 1} – binary variable to install rule to block an incidental flow f ∈ I.

Constraints
The first set of constraints deal with network events which compromise the trust of hosts,
causing them to be lifted
∀h ∈ E : tlh ≥ E(h) ,

∀h ∈ H \ E : lh = 0

(17, 18)

Equation 17 lower bounds the trust loss for the hosts involved in the event to be at least the
loss specified in the event. These hosts will then experience a lifting force necessary to stay
at height tlh and be in equilibrium described by Equation 29. Equation 18 states that hosts
that are not involved in the event do not experience a lifting force.
∀h ∈ H : bh ≤ Mh ,

bh > 0 ⇐⇒ tlh = 0

(19, 20)

Equation 19 bounds the supporting force exerted by the ground on a host to be no greater
than the weight of the host. Equation 20 dictates that the supporting force on a host is
present if and only if the host is resting on the ground (did not incur a trust loss).
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∀(h1 , h2 ) ∈ C : w(h1 ,h2 ) = L(h1 ,h2 ) − sh1 ,h2
∀(h1 , h2 ) ∈ C : sh1 ,h2 = |F + (h1 , h2 )| +

(21)
X

(1 − zf )

(22)

f ∈I(h1 ,h2 )

Equation 21 gives the effective length of a string to be used in the force calculations. Higher
similarity between two hosts entails a shorter maximal distance between them. Equation 22
calculates the flow similarity between two hosts. By design, sh1 ,h2 ≤ Lc for all (h1 , h2 ) ∈ C.
∀c ∈ C : fc,c1 = Kc · (tlc2 − tlc1 ) ,
∀c ∈ C : |tlc1 − tlc2 | ≤ wc ,

fc,c2 = Kc · (tlc1 − tlc2 )

(23, 24)

tc,c1 + tc,c2 = 0

(25, 26)

Equations 23 and 24 determine the elastic forces a host experiences due to connections in
which it is involved. This calculation is based directly on Hooke’s Law. Equation 25 ensures
that the distance between the hosts does not exceed the maximum length of the connection.
Equation 26 states that the tensile forces experienced by the hosts sum to zero, i.e., the
forces are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction.

∀c ∈ C : tc,c1 < 0 ⇐⇒ tlc1 > tlc2 ,

tc,c1 ̸= 0 ⇐⇒ wc − |tlc1 − tlc2 | = 0

(27, 28)

Equation 27 states that a host can only experience negative tension from a connection if it is
higher than the other host in the connection. Furthermore, Equation 28 prevents a host from
experiencing any tension from a connection if the string is not at its maximum length. The
last set of constraints require the solution to be an equilibrium state for the string network.


X
∀h ∈ H : 
fc,h + tc,h  + bh + lh − Mh = 0
(29)
c∈C(h)

Equation 29 stipulates that the upward and downward forces experienced by each host must
balance. This integrates lifting, ground, tensile, gravitational, and connection forces. To
summarize, equations 17-29 are based on laws of classical mechanics and the desire to capture
indirect impacts of events described at the beginning of this subsection.

Trust Objective
The trust model minimizes a linear combination of the heights of the hosts and the number
of needed additional firewall rules. This mitigates trust reduction across network without
adding excessive complexity to the current routing configuration. This objective function is
expressed below (β0 , β1 , and γf are parameters).
X
X
min β0
tlh + β1
γf · zf
(30)
h∈H

f ∈I

Solving the Trust Model
A direct resolution of the trust model cannot complete to optimality in the small amount of
time (minutes) one would have to react to a security incident.
With LNS [30] as a meta-strategy, one can achieve high-quality solutions in seconds to
minutes at worst. The incomplete search can then proceed as shown in Algorithm 1 with t
being a parameter denoting the chunk size for the LNS.
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Algorithm 1 Solve_TrustModel(M over G(V, E), e(h) ∈ E, t).

S ∗ = solveLN S M IP (M (e(h)) ∪ {zf = 0|f ∈ Fr })
while more time do
P ick X such that |X| = t and X is a random subset of I
S = solveLN S M IP (M (e(h)) ∪ {zf = S ∗ (zf )|f ∈ Fr \ X})
if S < S ∗ ∧ feasible(S) then
S∗ = S
end if
end while
The algorithm starts by fixing all z variables to 0, i.e., it reports on the trust reduction
one would experience when taking no actions whatsoever. M (e(h)) denotes the MIP model
for the considered event. Then it proceeds in waves of LNS searches, each focusing on a
random subset X (of fixed cardinality t) of edges that coincide with incidental flows. Each
LNS searches fixes all other edges (E \ X) to their values in the incumbent solution (S ∗ (zf ))
and optimizes over the zf for all f ∈ X. Any feasible improving solution S in adopted as the
new incumbent. For our testing, we set t to be 50.

3.3

Integrated Approach

It is natural to consider an integrated approach with a single model that encompasses both
routing and security requirements. Such an model can be produced with a few changes.
First, the routing model can no longer limit its attention to the flows in F = F + ∪ F − .
Indeed, the trust part of the model must decide whether to block incidental flows whose
existence is implied by the value chosen for the routing variables. Thus, one must consider F
as the entire universe of flows, namely F = F. An immediate consequence is a significantly
larger set of decision variables for routing. Second, incidental flows are readily encoded in
the afτ variables. Third, the trust model must restrict its decisions to zf variables for flows
in F \ (F + ∪ F − ) since required flows cannot be blocked (and restricted flows are already
blocked). Finally, the objective function can be a lexicographic ordering of the objectives
from routing and trust (i.e., a weighted sum).
We implemented such a model and the resulting approach was not tractable. On the
introductory toy example, it produces the same solution as the 2-stage approach. Looking
ahead we evaluate our two stage model on pod-4 and pod-6 fat tree topologies found in data
center networks (see Section 5). On the smallest pod-4 instances of the empirical evaluation,
the integrated model had a duality gap in excess of 5% after 8 hours of computation time.
The last solution offered the same routing as the 2-stage model, while the loss of trust was
twice as big (the value of the trust objective that is being minimized). Worse, the model size
alone is prohibitive, causing the solver pre-processing phase to take more than 10 minutes.
The Achilles’ heel of the approach is the quadratic size of F. Finally, note that an LNS
approach here requires an incumbent solution that the integrated model does not find early
in the execution (the first solution on pod-4 is found after one hour of runtime).
Another tempting avenue is column-generation [11]. The on-demand creation of routes
with the addition of an indicator variable to choose such a route seems direct. Yet, every
route must create several variables for the incidental flows introduced by itself but also because
of the interplay with other selected routes. A column generation must therefore produce a
bundle of several columns (for the route and the incidental flows it creates by itself) as well
as examine all the existing routes to add another set of columns for the incidental flows
that arise from mixing routes. While this is doable and possibly competitive, we believe the
complexity of the implementation would exceed the two-stage approach.
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4

Assessment

Optimization Assessment. To assess our optimization model we report on the following
standard metrics: 1) solve time, 2) optimality gap, 3) model size.
Functional Assessment Our motivating application for DuelMIPs is in data center networks
where links are uniform and high bandwidth [3]. The following quality metrics are used:
Normalized Path Length. For each fh1 ,h2 the path length divided by the shortest network
path between h1 and h2 .
Normalized Number of Rules. The total number of rules written to SDN devices throughout
the network is normalized by the number of required rules.1 The desire for compact
rulesets is driven by two factors: 1) SDN devices are limited in their TCAM memory and
2) human interpretability.
SDN Rules. The total number of rules assigned to the SDN devices.
Wildcard Rules. The number of rules that are not fully specified. Wildcard rules are more
complex than fully specified rules and thus should be given additional weight when
judging the complexity of a configuration.
Usability Assessment. The literature on usability of network rules [4, 5, 33, 38, 39] considers
the following factors to be important: structural complexity of the ruleset, size of the ruleset,
misconfigurations, conflicts and the presence of comments to aid in the intention of the rules.
All rules have the form of (src, dest, protocol) → action in which action can be drop
or send(port). Therefore, the structural complexity of each rule largely depends on the
number of wildcards. Recall that wildcards can reduce the number of rules needed to specify
a routing policy, yet multiple occurrences on the same device can induce conflicts that weaken
clarity. The number of rules and wildcard rules is reported in Functional Assessment.
We focus on the number of conflicts in the ruleset, using the classification due to Al-Shaer
and Hamed [5]. Before describing conflict types recall that SDN devices match the most
specific rule, if two rules are the same specificity, the first listed rule is applied. Conflicts
indicate the complexity for human understanding.
Shadowing. A generic rule RB appears before a specific rule RA , hiding RA .
Generalization. A generic rule RA appears after a specific rule RB .
Correlation. Two rules match some packets in common.
Redundancy. Rule RA generalizes RB and both feature the same action.
Irrelevance. Rule RA matches no packets or all packets are handled by earlier rules.
Trust Assessment. To assess the Trust Model, we consider two versions. The first we call
Initial, denoted as ℵ, where no extraneous flows are blocked. This corresponds to a model in
which all zf are fixed to 0. The second version is the actual solution, denoted as F . The event
node in each scenario is lifted to height 8 (see Section 5). We split our evaluation into two
components: 1) directly examining the solution quality and 2) evaluating the solution with
respect to stopping potential attacks. Before these metrics, we introduce required notation.
Notation. Denote heights buckets of [0, 2], (2, 4], (4, 6], (6, 8], as vLow, Low, Med, High respectively. Consider the multigraph Gm (H, E), where edges in E represent a permitted flow
between two end hosts in H. Define Gm,F as Gm when I = ∅.

1

Let RequiredRules(f ) = 1 if f ∈ F − P
and RequiredRules(f ) = ShortestPath(f ) − 1 otherwise. Then
we normalize the number of rules by
RequiredRules(f ).
f ∈F
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Table 2 Network Roles. For intrapod flows, each server in a pod communicates with a chosen
manager server within the pod via HTTP. Communicate pattern is created randomly with the required
type and number of flows.
Pod #

Role

1

Web server

2

Application Server

3, 4
5
6

Content Server
Database Server
Authentication Server

Each server communicates with
2-3 application servers via HTTP
NO HTTP to database or authentication
1-2 content servers in each pod via RPC protocol
1-2 databases via SQL protocol
1-2 authentication servers via LDAP
Application
Application
Application

Node Heights ∆. The difference between configurations ℵ and F of |vLow|, |Low|,
|Med|, |High|.
Potential Attacks – Attack Paths and Min Cut. Let Gm,T be the subgraph of G derived
from DuelMIPs′ s solution and let n denote the number of edges in I removed. Let Gm,R
be a subgraph of G where n random edges in I are removed. We consider two metrics:
1. How many attack paths are removed by DuelMIPs’s defensive actions. Consider all
paths up to some maximum length in Gm which i) contain at least one edge from I
and ii) that connect a web server (an attack source a) to a database or authentication
server (attack target t), denoted as Pa,t (Gm ). The number of removed attack paths is
measured by Gsize(Gm,T ) := Pa,t (Gm,T )/Pa,t (Gm ) (defined analogously for Gm,R ).
2. The variety of attacks available to the attacker. Measured by the relative min-cut
resMin(Gm,T , a, t) :=

minCut(Gm,T , a, t) − minCut(Gm,F , a, t)
minCut(Gm , a, t) − minCut(Gm,F , a, t)

with resMin(Gm,R,a,t ) defined analogously. Define resMin(Gm,T ) as the expected value
of resMin(Gm,T , a, t) over all webservers a and database or authentication servers t
with resMin(Gm,R ) defined analogously.

5

Experimental Setup

We created synthetic instances that model traffic that would be observed in a moderately
sized data center. The instances utilize the Fat-Tree [3] topology commonly seen in data
centers due to its large aggregate bandwidth, high fault tolerance, and robust scalability.
We use six pods, allowing for 54 endpoint devices to be present with 46 SDN devices. We
consider these endpoint devices to be servers in our experiments.
Network Topology, F + , and F − . We assign roles to the servers in each of the six pods.
The required and restricted communication patterns are based around these roles, this is
found in Table 2. All evaluation considers three variants: no wildcards, at most one wildcard
per rule, and at most two wildcards. No incidental flows are possible when no wildcards are
used, i.e. I = ∅. The parameters in the objective are set as α0 = 10 and α1 = 1.
The routing model evaluation is based on 15 instances. Callbacks were used to terminate
an optimization if the optimality gap was within 5% and the runtime had exceeded 3 hours.
Trust Inputs. Each network device was assigned a mass based on role. Maximum mass
for web, application, content, database, and authentication devices is 1, 2, 3, 3, 4 respectively.
Mass is drawn uniformly from the interval [ m
2 , ..., m]. All event nodes are lifted to a height
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Table 3 Optimization and functional assessments for routing model solutions when varying the
number of wildcards in the rule header. The 15 instances were each evaluated with all three settings.

Optimization
Solve Time (s)
Optimality Gap (%)
Millions of Variables
Millions of Constraints

0 wildcards
µ
min
max
51
48
54
0
0
0
6.08
6.08
6.09
1.75
1.73
1.76

Functional
Norm Path Length
Norm # of Rules
# of Wildcard Rules
Total Rules

µ
1.0
1.0
0
1340

min
1.0
1.0
0
1310

max
1.0
1.0
0
1360

≤1
µ
8.1K
0
7.65
2.33
µ
1.0
.47
606
627

wildcards
min
max
910 12.6K
0
0
7.65
7.66
2.30
2.35
min
1.0
.46
590
612

max
1.0
.49
627
647

≤ 2 wildcards
µ
min
max
11.3K 10.8K 13.2K
2
2
3
7.71
7.70
7.71
2.90
2.87
2.93
µ
1.0
.51
577
677

min
1.0
.41
460
546

max
1.3
.60
800
803

of 8 (maximum height of 10). A height of 10 would reflect a node certainly compromised and
which should be islanded outright. In all instances, the elasticity constants for strings were
set to 1 to simplify the analysis of the outputs. The maximum length for any connection was
set to 8 to allow nodes to rest on the ground if appropriate defensive actions are taken.
Trust Objective Parameters. In the trust model objective, we set β0 = 10, the penalty
associated to the trust loss (height) of a node, β1 = 1 for simplicity, and each firewall rule
added to an SDN device induced a penalty cost (γf ) based on the protocol being blocked.
Specifically, for HTTP and RPC firewalls, the penalty was set to 1. For SQL traffic, the penalty
was 2. Finally, for LDAP, the penalty was 3. Adding firewalls that filter packets using critical
protocols would be more likely to impact overall function.
Trust Optimization. The generated network configurations were given to the trust model
for analysis. Only the solutions from the one wildcard and two wildcard methodologies
were considered. That is, I = ∅ if no wildcards are used. The LNS strategy presented in
Algorithm 1 was used with a time limit of five minutes.

6

Results

All evaluations were conducted on a Linux machine equipped with an Intel Xeon CPU
E5-2620 2.00 GHz and 64GB of RAM. The MIP solver used was Gurobi Optimizer 9.1.
Routing. Here we ask if DuelMIPs’s routing stage: 1) produces solutions are output
quickly, 2) generates good configurations, and 3) produces rulesets that are lighter or less
complex than fully-specific rulesets. The routing model assessment is in Table 3.
Increasing wildcard usage significantly affects the model size and solving time. Yet, even
with up to 2 wildcards, this remains acceptable for use in network planning.
With no wildcards, all rules used the shortest path, and all restricted flows were blocked
at the first available SDN device. When wildcards are allowed, the number of rules decreases.
Interestingly, adopting 2 wildcards per rule does not deliver any further rule set compression
In some instances, we even observed an increase in the total number of rules when compared
to 1 wildcard. The ruleset size increases were due to Equation 15 (fully specified rules had
to be added alongside some 2 wildcard rules to prevent its violation), but were outweighed
by the improvements to the usability of the rulesets. Indeed, recall that ruleset size is
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not the sole indicator of usability. A larger ruleset comprised of simple-to-understand two
wildcard rules could be considered more usable than a smaller ruleset that contains mainly
one wildcard rules.
A Python implementation of the state machine from [5] is used to detect conflicts.
DuelMIPs includes the constraint that each required flow matches at most one wildcard
rule. Two wildcard rules are correlated due to Equation 15. Thus, DuelMIPs can output nonwildcard rules first, followed by wildcard rules without any risk of correlations. DuelMIPs
may exhibit correlation and generalization, it should never exhibit Irrelevance, Shadowing,
or Redundancy. This was confirmed in all experiments. The 1 wildcard instances displayed
an average of 21 generalizations and 10 correlations and 2 wildcard instances displayed an
average of 23 generalizations and 26 correlations. This slight increase is due to more general
rules that require (potentially multiple) specific rules to handle exceptions.
Trust. The Trust model takes a routing solution, a set of incidental flows, and an event
node referred to as a potentially compromised host. It must produce recommendations
for reducing collateral damage. The Trust Model runs in at most five minutes which is
appropriate. In many instances, the LNS uses several hundred iterations to get those results.
Table 4 shows results, averaging over the 54 potential security events, for each of the 15
routing instances that use up to 1 or 2 wildcards, respectively.
The optimizer drastically affects the height of nodes. For the routing solutions using at
most 1 wildcard, we see most hosts shift from High to Medium or Low to vLow. The result
is more dramatic with 2 wildcards with hosts shifting from High to vLow. This is achieved
by blocking only 1% of incidental flows in the 1 wildcard case, and, on average, 3% of the
incidental flows in the 2 wildcard case. No required flows are blocked.
Potential Attacks The trust model recommendations reduce an adversary’s ability to pivot
in the network. In Table 5, we consider the trust model’s output when a web server is
the event node. In both wildcard settings, the incidental flows that DuelMIPs decides
to firewall meaningfully reduce an attacker’s potential attack paths (see Section 4 for the
metric definition). Here the maximum path length is five nodes, which accounts for up to 5
pivots (most attacks use only a handful [7]) The two wildcard setting allows an attacker more
freedom to pivot in the network. It is important that the trust model’s recommendations
improve the security metrics more. This is confirmed. In either setting, DuelMIPs’s choices
are superior to removing random edges. This indicates that the trust model appropriately
considers the network structure when choosing which flows to block.

7

Conclusion

This work presents DuelMIPs, a two stage optimization approach. The first model, which
focuses on routing, is an IP that creates SDN rules for a moderate size data center network
in at most a few hours. The Routing Model outputs are functional and usable. By using
wildcards intelligently, the routing model is able to compress rule sets at the cost of allowing
some extraneous flows to be routed through the network.
The second model is a MIP that focuses on Trust. It is run in response to an identified
compromise and considers residual trust loss due to the extraneous flows created by the
Routing Model. It quickly creates recommendations that prevent an attacker from spreading
to other similar nodes. To retain tractability it utilizes LNS.
This work focused on the complex task of balancing SDN rulesets for functionality,
usability, and trust. The Routing and Trust models are coupled through the set of extraneous
flows. As mentioned in Section 3.2, other notions of similarity can be used to model other
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Table 4 The average number of hosts within each trust reduction classification for each 1 and 2
wildcard routing configuration given to the trust model. Note that each cell is averaged over all 54
possible singleton trust reduction events. For each level in Level∆ = LevelF − Levelℵ .

Instance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

High∆
-8
-8
-8
-8
-8
-7
-8
-9
-7
-7
-8
-8
-8
-8
-8

1 wildcard
Med∆ Low∆
6
-1
7
-5
7
-3
7
-2
7
-2
6
-1
7
-5
9
-15
7
-3
7
-7
8
-6
9
-3
6
-1
7
-1
7
-4

vLow∆
3
5
4
3
3
1
5
15
3
7
6
2
3
2
5

High∆
-14
-23
-44
-20
-27
-19
-27
-13
-36
-14
-11
-23
-28
-20
-28

2 wildcard
Med∆ Low∆
-21
-2
-17
9
5
9
-19
0
-1
-3
-17
0
-13
3
-20
-3
21
9
-23
-1
-25
3
-10
-3
-12
5
-24
10
-3
-3

vLow∆
37
30
30
38
31
36
36
35
6
38
33
30
35
35
34

Table 5 Improvement of subgraph size and residual min-cut for DuelMIPs and random recommendations. Attack source is web server and target is database or authentication server.

Metric
Gsize(Gm,T )
Gsize(Gm,R )
resMin(Gm,T )
resMin(Gm,R )

µ
0.95
0.97
0.95
0.99

≤ 1 wildcards
σ2
min
< 0.01 0.84
< 0.01 0.94
< 0.01 0.86
< 0.01 0.93

max
1.0
0.99
1.0
1.0

µ
0.79
0.97
0.31
0.95

≤ 2 wildcards
σ2
min
0.01 0.56
0.01 0.88
0.02 0.15
< 0.01 0.91

max
1.0
1.0
0.69
0.99

network security best practices. An important piece of future work is understanding the
impact of multiple event nodes on the Trust Model solve time. We see two potential
applications: 1) supporting a response to an attacker that has compromised multiple nodes
and 2) allowing the Trust Model to be useful in the Planning scenario as well. One could
try to preemptively deploy firewall rules that are likely to prevent collateral damage over a
variety of scenarios [13].
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